Fall 2018 Class Schedule
Includes After School Programs
and
Tween and Teen Winter Camps
To Search this file by any key word simply use Ctrl F
To view class samples, visit the “Classes” section of our website

Contact Info for the Education Department
240-283-8302
Brenda is at bhowellgstreetfabrics.com

BEGINNINGS

BEGINNING SEWING I
This class, for total beginners, teaches basic
sewing techniques and terms. Students will make
two projects to prepare them for more advanced
classes.
SUPPLY LIST. 4, 3 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21654
A21809
A21819
A21810
A21820
A21859
A21811
A21745

8/9-8/30
8/28-9/11
9/6-9/20
9/11-9/25
9/20-10/4
9/20-10/4
9/25-10/9
10/8-10/29

TH
TU
TH
TU
TH
TH
TU
M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:15 am-2:15 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Charlotte Goodman Hansen

RK
RK
RK
RK

A21821 10/16-10/30 TU
A21818 10/30-11/20 TU
(n/c 11/06)
A21657 11/1-11/29 TH
(n/c 11/22)
A21812 11/13-11/27 TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm Raia Kaouk
10:00 am-2:00 pm Raia Kaouk
5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

10:00 am-2:00 pm Raia Kaouk

BEGINNING SEWING I - EXPRESS Nora Elias
The time-conscious novice will make two projects
that incorporate the basic skills needed to go
on to more advanced sewing classes.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21871
A21664
A21667
A21872

8/5-8/12
8/19-8/26
10/7-10/14
12/16-12/23

SU
SU
SU
SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm
11:15 am-5:45 pm
11:15 am-5:45 pm
11:15 am-5:45 pm

BEGINNING SEWING II
Now that you have learned the basics of sewing,
continue the adventure while learning more
advanced techniques. Construct a skirt
with fitted waistband, darts and a zipper.
Prerequisite: Sewing I or basic sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 4, 3 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21828
A21822
A21655
A21829
A21773
A21823
A21824
A21825
A21746
A21826
A21827
A21658

8/30-9/13
9/4-9/18
9/6-9/27
9/13-9/27
9/24-10/15
10/2-10/16
10/9-10/23
10/16-10/30
11/5-11/26
11/27-12/11
12/4-12/18
12/6-12/27

TH
TU
TH
TH
M
TU
TU
TU
M
TU
TU
TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Nora Elias
Raia Kaouk
Helen De Roo
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Charlotte Goodman Hansen
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Nora Elias

BEGINNING SEWING II - EXPRESS
The time-conscious sewer will learn during two
sessions to construct a skirt with a fitted
waistband, darts and a zipper. Beginning Sewing I
or basic sewing skills recommended.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK

A21625 8/18-8/25
A21775 10/7-10/14
A21670 12/2-12/9

SA
SU
SU

10:00 am-4:30 pm Raia Kaouk
11:15 am-5:45 pm Helen De Roo
11:15 am-5:45 pm Nora Elias

BEGINNING SEWING III
Welcome to the new and improved Beg Sewing III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples
that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 4, 3 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21830
A21832
A21831
A21833
A21656
A21834
A21835
A21836
A21837
A21838

8/30-9/13
9/4-9/18
9/13-9/27
9/18-10/2
10/4-10/25
10/16-10/30
10/16-10/30
10/23-11/6
11/20-12/4
12/4-12/18

TH
TU
TH
TU
TH
TU
TU
TU
TU
TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Nora Elias
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk
Raia Kaouk

BEGINNING SEWING III - EXPRES
Welcome to the new and improved Beg Sew III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples
that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21702 9/9-9/16

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

INTERMEDIATE SEWING EXPRESS Helen De Roo NEW
If you have completed at least two of our basic
sewing classes and want to move on to a
garment of your own choosing. With instructor
guidance, learn new techniques, try a variation
on a favorite pattern or continue to develop
previously learned skills. Bring all supplies to
the first class
2 sessions. $169
RK A21777 12/2-12/9
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
A PAJAMA TOP FOR BEGINNERS Helen De Roo NEW
This class shows how to use a commercial pattern
to make pajama tops. Choose from a list of
instructor suggested patterns or contact
instructor for other patterns.

SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21776 11/3
SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SEWING Helen De Roo NEW
If you have completed at least two of our basic
sewing classes and want to move on to a
garment of your own choosing. With instructor
guidance, learn new techniques, try a variation
on a favorite pattern or continue to develop
previously learned skills. Bring all supplies to
the first class
4 sessions. $169
RK A21779 10/29-11/19 M
5:45 pm-8:45 pm
LEARN TO SEW CLASS #1 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Class #1: learn to thread the sewing machine,
basic sewing techniques, and make a simple
Hot Dog pillow case
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK A21749 10/6
SA 2:00 pm-5:00 pm
LEARN TO SEW CLASS #3 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Class#3: Learn to insert a zipper and add
embellishments (ribbon, rick rack,or trim)
while making a zipper pouch from your left
over Jelly Roll Strips from class 2. The Zippy
Strippy pouch fit nicely in your Tote bag made
in class 2.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $69
RK A21756 12/16
SU 11:30 am-3:30 pm
LEARN TO SEW CLASS#2 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
If you have wanted to learn to read a pattern, sew
a simple project, or just need a little confidence
then this class is for you. In this series we
will explore and learn to use a sewing machine
to make three (3) simple projects. Each class
is designed to increase your sewing skills.
Class#2: Learn to read a pattern, top and edge
stitching, sew a binding all while making the
Perfect Tote Bag from Jelly Roll Strips.
Full day of sewing fun, please bring your lunch
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $99
RK A21752 11/10
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm

OPEN STUDIO

OPEN STUDIO PLUS HELP WITH ANY UNFINISHED SEWING Raia Kaouk
This Open Studio is for Beginner students. After
you have taken the basic sewing classes and you
would like assistance from the instructor with a
new project and/or a project you started but
need help finishing. This class is the perfect fit
Please choose a project according to your skills.
Prerequisites: Beginning Sewing levels I, II and
III. If your project is working with knit fabrics
then you must have taken Sewing with Knits I
also. Bring basic sewing supplies and notions
needed to complete your project.
3 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK

A21839 9/18-10/2
TU
A21840 10/9-10/23 TU
A21841 11/27-12/11 TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm

SEWPHISTICATES - OPEN SEWING
This Open Sewing time is for
Intermediate and Advanced students.
Get professional help with any apparel project;
whether starting a new project or finishing
up something that is already under construction.
You must be able to work on your
own when the instructor is helping other students.
Prerequisite: must have taken beginning sewing
I, II, and III.
6, 4, 3 sessions. $169
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21627 8/6-9/17
(n/c 09/03)
A21632 8/21-10/2
(n/c 09/04)
A21642 8/22-9/19
(n/c 09/05)
A21842 8/30-9/13
A21636 9/5-9/26

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

TU

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Nora Elias

TH
W

10:00 am-2:00 pm Raia Kaouk
10:30 am-1:30 pm Nora Elias

RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK

RK
RK
RK
RK

RK
RK
RK

RK

A21648
A21738
A21628
A21643
A21637
A21633
A21844

9/12-10/17
9/20-10/11
9/24-10/29
9/26-10/17
10/3-10/24
10/9-11/13
10/23-11/13
(n/c 11/06)
A21644 10/24-11/14
A21649 10/24-12/12
(n/c 10/31)
(n/c 11/21)

W
TH
M
W
W
TU
TU

6:45 pm-8:45 pm
1:30 pm-4:30 pm
6:45 pm-8:45 pm
2:00 pm-5:00 pm
10:30 am-1:30 pm
6:45 pm-8:45 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm

Nora Elias

W
W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm
6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias
Nora Elias

A21737 11/1-11/29
(n/c 11/22)
A21629 11/5-12/10
A21638 11/7-12/5
(n/c 11/21)
A21634 11/20-1/8
(n/c 12/25)
(n/c 01/01)
A21846 11/20-12/4
A21645 11/28-12/19
A21845 12/11-1/8
(n/c 12/25)
(n/c 01/01)
A21843 12/20-1/17
(n/c 12/27)
(n/c 01/03)

TH

1:30 pm-4:30 pm

M
W

6:45 pm-8:45 pm Nora Elias
10:30 am-1:30 pm Nora Elias

TU

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

TU
W
TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm Raia Kaouk
2:00 pm-5:00 pm Nora Elias
10:00 am-1:00 pm Raia Kaouk

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm Raia Kaouk

Nora Elias
Nora Elias
Nora Elias
Nora Elias
Raia Kaouk

Nora Elias

SEWPHISTICATES EXPRESS Nora Elias
Get professional help with a clothing
sewing project of your choice, while
you're starting a brand new project or
finishing up something that is
already under construction. Otherwise,
use the class to fine tune your sewing
skills making samples. Beginning to
advanced sewing skills. You must be able
to work on your own when the instructor
is helping other students.
2 sessions. $169
RK

A21666 9/23-9/30

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

OPEN STUDIO PLUS HELP WITH A HOME DECORATION PROJECT Candace Phelps
Have you selected the fabric and window treatment
style but do not know how to start? Or maybe you
have an unfinished project? During this class,
students will receive guidance to start or
complete a Home Decoration project. All issues

are welcome.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK
RK

A21867 12/9
A21868 12/15

SU
SA

11:15 am-5:45 pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm

OPEN STUDIO PLUS EXTENDED HELP WITH QUILTS Nancy Feve
Do you have an unfinished quilt that
you need help to complete? Bring an
unfinished quilt, drafting challenge or an
idea for a new quilt and let an expert teacher
help you find solutions.
1 session. $89
RK
RK

A21601 9/7
A21602 9/21

F
F

RK

A21787 10/1-10/15

M

RK

A21792 10/19

F

RK

A21788 10/22-11/5

M

RK
RK

A21793 11/2
A21801 11/4

RK

F
SU
MA21789 11/13-11/26
TU
A21794 11/16
F

RK

A21790 12/3-12/17

M

RK

A21795 12/14

F

RK

A21791 1/7-1/21

M

RK
RK

A21796 1/11
A21797 1/25

F
F

RK

10:30 am-5:00 pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm
10:30 am-12:30
pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm
10:30 am-12:30
pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm
11:15 am-5:45 pm
10:30 am-12:30
pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm
10:30 am-12:30
pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm
10:30 am-12:30
pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm
10:30 am-5:00 pm

EXCLUSIVELY YOURS Nora Elias NEW
This class is set up for the intermediate
to advanced level sewer. Please bring
your most difficult to challenging projects
to class and get professional help to complete
your projects. This class is limited to four (4)
students per session
2 sessions. $189
RK A21669 11/11-11/18 SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

FEARLESS ZIPPERS Mercine Bovery
Create your own zipper samplers, using
insiders' tricks for centered, lapped,
fly-front zippers as well as
the "infamous" invisible zipper.

SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $69
RK

A21703 9/30

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

CREATE YOUR PERFECT BIAS SKIRT Nora Elias
Learn all about the bias cut; how to use
it and how to work with a skirt pattern cut
on the bias. See the difference between
3 basic style bias cut skirts. Students learn how
to cut a bias skirt
with or without using a pattern. You can
bring a pattern to class for individual
consultation with Nora. Also, learn the
correct way to finish these skirts.
For intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21665 9/9

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

ADD A SIDE POCKET Sally McCann NEW
Learn how to make a pocket pattern for a side seam
of skirt or pants. You will choose the pants or
skirt pattern that needs the pocket. Together
we will develop the pattern as well as make
a practice pocket in fabric. By the end of class
you will have an understanding of how to make
and sew a pocket pattern.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21757 9/15
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
RK A21762 11/17
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
HAND SEWING SKILL Raia Kaouk NEW
In this class you will be able to learn how to
do all of your hand sewing alterations! We will
practice basic hemming stitches that will include
hand serger, basting and a slip stitch for
invisible seams. Sew on a button, snap and
hook and eye
1 session. $59
RK A21847 9/13
TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm
RK A21848 10/2
TU 10:00 am-2:00 pm
INDYGO JUNCTION GORED SKIRT Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
This modern take on a flippy gored skirt is fun to
sew and wear. Have you used your serger for a
garment construction before? This gored skirt is
the perfect project for serger construction. By
using embroidery thread in the upper and lower
loopers adds a wonderful design feature and flare
to this skirt. Unique sizing and construction

make pattern adaptable to any size. Pattern
includes three lengths with elastic waistline or
easy to adapt to zipper and waistband.
Class requirements:
Purchase of the Indygo Junction pattern and fabric
based on your size and skirt length choice.
Serger, supply list and basic sewing supplies.
This is not a class for beginners.
SUPPLY LIST. 4 sessions. $169
RK A21566 9/10-10/1
M
5:45 pm-8:45 pm
MAKE FRIENDS WITH YOUR PATTERN Helen De Roo NEW
Can't figure out how to use the information on the
pattern envelope? Confused by all those arrows,
dots, triangles, shades of gray and white and
other symbols and numbers on the guide sheet
and pattern pieces? In this class, you will crack
the codes and symbols on the guide sheet and
pattern and learn how to apply them to make
your sewing projects more successful! Bring a
pattern of your choice. Basic Sewing Supplies
and paper-cutting scissors.
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK A21772 9/8
SA 10:30 am-1:30 pm
RK A21784 12/15
SA 10:30 am-1:30 pm
PATTERN MAKING I Raia Kaouk NEW
Under The French method of ESMOD school, Raia
will be teaching how to draft a skirt pattern.
You will learn to take measurements, and start to
draft a pattern on paper using drafting tools to
cut out a muslin skirt according to the draft.
you will also do fitting and alter the skirt slope
We will also practice drafting a waist band and
yoke.
3 sessions. $169
RK A21854 9/27-10/11 TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm
PATTERN MAKING 2 Raia Kaouk NEW
Under the French method of ESMOD school, Raia
will teach you how to draft a bodice pattern.
We will learn how to take measurements, and
start to draft a pattern on paper using drafting
tools then you will cut a muslin bodice according
to the draft, learn fitting and alter the body
sloper. We will also practice princess seams.
3 sessions. $169
RK A21855 10/18-11/1 TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

ZIPPERS YAIII ZIPPERS Raia Kaouk NEW
Do you find yourself always avoiding zippers?
Well you don't have to anymore! Come and join us
to learn about different zippers and how they are
used. Practice installing regular, centered and
lapped zippers. Plus, learn an easy technique for
invisible zippers that you can use on different
types of fabrics.
1 session. $59
RK A21851 9/20
TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm
RK A21849 10/23
TU 10:00 am-2:00 pm
RK A21850 12/20
TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

PATTERNMAKING AND DESIGN

PATTERNMAKING BASIC PRINCIPLES Sally McCann
Learn the basics of patternmaking and how to
manipulate the flat pattern to create new designs.
Prerequisite: basic sewing knowledge.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21759 11/3-11/4

SA

11:30 am-5:30 pm

PATTERN GRADING Sally McCann
Grading! What is it? It is a technique that
allows you to increase or decrease the size
and shape of a pattern. You will learn by
demonstration and participation how to slide
and shift a size 10 misses dress and pant pattern
to create a larger/smaller size. Knowledge of
sewing or patternmaking helpful.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21554 8/12

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

THE PRINCIPLES OF FASHION DESIGN: THE FLAT DRAWING Raia Kaouk NEW
Create a Collection!
You will be able to draw
designs you have only imagined!
In this class, you are going to learn the
skills and techniques required to draw
your garment design accurately with every detail
shown. Also you will learn the techniques to
create a whole collection including choosing
colors and fabrics.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $89

RK

A21856 11/29-12/6

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

THE PRINCIPLES OF FASHION DESIGN: DRAW A FIGURE Raia Kaouk NEW
You will learn the techniques to draw a
figure with all the
details including the hair and face. Also,
you will learn to dress your figure with your own
designed garment. The techniques include drawing
and painting with various media such as color
markers, crayons and water based pastel. This
class will enhance your art skills and let you
explore new horizons in the field of fashion!
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $89
RK

A21857 11/29-12/6

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

BEST BASIC BODICE FITTING WORKSHOP Sally McCann NEW
This workshop is a comprehensive class
focused on creating a basic bodice
with a sleeve that fits. Students will have
hands-on experience altering their
pattern to develop a fitting
shell that fits you. A final pattern
will be reached for the next level of
Patternmaking.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21758 10/14-10/21 SU

11:30 am-5:30 pm

BASIC PATTERN DRAFTING PANTS Sally McCann NEW
Develop a pants pattern from your body
measurements on to paper. Cut and sew the
pattern in fabric to check the fit. The final
paper pattern can be used to develop your own
fashion designs or to relate to other patterns.
Basic sewing skills are required.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $180
RK A21760 12/1-12/8
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
DRAPING THE COUTURE-BODICE Raia Kaouk NEW
A simple technique for your fashion design. From
the method of ESMOD, the French design school,
Raia will teach you simple techniques for creating
your own designed clothes by draping your fabric
around the dress form. You don't need to use
flat pattern or sloper.
1 session
1 session. $59
RK A21852 11/8
TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21853 11/15

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

THE PRINCIPLES OF FASHION DESIGN: ADVANCED Raia Kaouk NEW
In this class you will study the Fashion design
technique from A to Z including: Flat drawing and
create a collection: you will learn the skills and
techniques required to draw your garment design
accurately with every detail shown.
- Fashion Design illustration and silhouette: the
techniques to draw a figure with all the details
including the hair and face, also you will learn
to dress your figure with your own designed
garment. The techniques include drawing and
painting with various media such as color
markers and color pencils.
Also this class will give you a basic knowledge
in fabrics and materials.
Prerequisite: you must have taken Flat drawing
and Figure drawing classes first!
3 sessions. $169
RK A21858 11/29-12/13 TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm
TWO FOR ONE COMBINATION PATTERN Nora Elias NEW
Do you have a question on how to combine
patterns? How do you put a sleeve from one
pattern on to a bodice from another pattern?
How can you grade a collar from a favorite pattern
to fit another pattern style? What can be done
when you want to combine patterns to reflect
your own personal style? Does this sound
like you? Come join Nora as she demonstrates
the answers to these questions and more.
1 session. $89
RK A21668 10/28
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm

ACCESSORIES

BAGS, BAGS, & BAGS Helen De Roo NEW
Tired of the same old purse? Spruce up your
wardrobe with a new one that offers a variety
of options for different looks. You start the day
shopping for all supplies. Then spend the rest of
the day creating your own unique bag. If time
allows, we'll explore ideas for future bags.
Bring Basic Sewing Supplies.

SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21786 10/28
SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

GIFT IDEAS NEW
Join G. Street and Sharon Tindall to create your
own holiday table runner or table topper.
Whatever holiday or special occasion you want
to celebrate; you can create a one of a kind
addition to your celebration. This class was
created to offer you the opportunity to make
a table topper or table runner using 60-degree
triangle and an 8-point star, no " Y " seams.
You will learn the proper placement of the ruler
to cut perfect triangle, to create a fine looking
table runner and/or table topper. You will be
guided with samples every step of the way.
Prerequisite: basic knowledge of sewing
and the ability to sew a straight 1/4 inch
seam.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK A21743 11/1
TH 11:00 am-1:30 pm

WEARABLES

COOL CARDIGANS DRAPED OR BANDED FRONT Nancy Borger NEW
Cardigans are one of the best accessories you can
add to your wardrobe. This is a tailored, modern
style with flattering lines to make the gal with
real curves look slim and stylish. For Winter
wear, choose a cozy sweater or double knit.
For Summer, choose a lightweight knit.
Wear it dressy or toss it over jeans. Kit fee
includes pattern.
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $18. 2 sessions. $89
RK A21767 12/5-12/12 W
10:30 am-2:30 pm
FABULOUS FAUX FUR VEST Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Fashion is going wild for Faux Fur Vests. From
luscious leopard, mink, Mongolian lamb, fox or
seal this luxurious faux fur are as plush as the
real deal. Vests in uncomplicated silhouettes,
fully lined, with or without front zipper, hood,
and are an elegant accessory guaranteed to perk
up any wardrobe. When sewing luxurious fabrics
knowing the right techniques makes sewing with

faux fur fun and surprisingly easy. In making
a faux fur vest you will learn these simple
techniques that can be applied to any fur
project.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $169
RK A21747 12/3-12/17 M
4:45 pm-8:45 pm
FAVORITE BIAS SKIRT Nancy Borger NEW
This skirt is a flattering style for almost all
figures and is guaranteed to make you look
and feel thinner! It features two lengthsabove the ankle and just below the knee.
Choose between a full or slim silhouette,
and add a smooth sew-in elastic technique
with Pamela's Fantastic Elastic.
Suggested Fabrics:(pre-washed)
Light weight fabrics such as linen
and linen blends, lightweight wools,
silk, rayon challis or batik, light
weight denim, crepe, chiffon blends.
If you would like to line your skirt,
choose a lining such as polyester,
rayon bemberg, china silk or cotton
batiste. Pamela's favorite website
is sawyerbrook.com
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $18. 2 sessions. $89
RK A21763 10/3-10/10 W
10:30 am-2:30 pm
THE PERFECT TANK TOP Nancy Borger NEW
If you feel that a tank top is too revealing for
your figure, The Perfect Tank Top pattern
will change your mind! The pattern has been
designed to help hide your problem areasupper chest and bra straps and accentuate
the positive. A flattering V-neckline, optional
full bust front, fuller hip area, and "essence
of waist" make this tank top a pleasure to
wear alone or under your sweaters and
jackets.
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $18. 2 sessions. $89
RK A21765 11/7-11/14 W
10:30 am-2:30 pm

EMBROIDERY AND BEADING

A LITTLE SOMETHIN' JACKET Esther Mourad NEW
Everyone knows how well-dressed Esther Mourad
is, but now you can learn from her how to make
a lightweight jacket that is as comfortable as it
is stylish! Supply list given at registration.
1 session. $69
RK A21885 9/1
SA 11:00 am-3:00 pm
DESIGNER BAG Nora Elias NEW
From start to finish make a sturdy yet stylish
tote and matching small bag. Supply list
send with registration
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21884 8/25
SA 10:30 am-4:30 pm

EMBROIDERY MACHINES AND SOFTWARE

BERNINA FEET-URES CLUB NEW
2nd Saturday of the Month. 11am-1pm $15/class or
$120 for all ten classes.
Aug 11th: The Basics #0 (Zigzag), #1 (Reverse
pattern), #2 (Overlock), #8 (Jean), & #11
(Cordonette)
Sept 8th: Zippers- #4 (Regular Zipper), #35
(invisible zipper), & 14D (zipper with guide)
No October Club Due to (Bernina Academy Event)
Nov 10th: Buttonholes - #3, #3A, #3B, #3C, and #18
(Button Sew On Foot)
Dec 8th: Decorative Stitching #6, #20,
(Open Embroidery), #21, #34, (Braiding and
Couching), & #23 (Clear Applique)
Jan 12th: Techniques - #5 (Blind hem) & #10

(Edgestitch)
Feb 16th: Quilting- #37 (1/4" Patchwork), #57
(1/4"Patchwork with Guide), #97 (Multi
Patchwork), & #44C (Echo Quilting)
Mar 9th: The walking Foot and it's many uses
April 13th: Free Motion Work #24, #29, & #42 (Bernina Stitch Regulator)
May 11th: - Non Stick Feet #52, #53, #54, & #56
June 8th: Creative Work- #43 (Free Motion
Couching), #46C (Decorative Stitch), #30 through
#33 (Pintucking)
1 session. $0
RK A21874 8/11
SA 11:00 am-1:00 pm
RK A21875 9/8
SA 11:00 am-1:00 pm
RK A21876 11/10
SA 11:00 am-1:00 pm
SA 11:00 am-1:00 pm
RK A21877 12/8
RK A21878 1/12
SA 11:00 am-1:00 pm
EMBROIDERY CLUB! NEW
Once A Month, 3pm-5pm (2 hour session), $125 for
six (6) classes. ($25 for any additional classes)
Or $30 for a single class as a drop-in.
Know anything about machine embroidery? Feel
like you'd like to know more, or learn about the
possibilities of what can be created? Join OESDCertified Jillian Voss and Toni Smith as
alternating instructors for lecture and project
demonstration classes on a wide variety of topics,
from Free Standing Lace to In The Hoop Projects
to Machine Applique. You will be given the
project files to make at home if you so desire.
After the first introductory class, pick any five
(5) club classes from a multitude of options. If
you already feel you understand the basics of
machine embroidery but want to better understand
a specific project, drop-ins are welcome!
Sept 29th: Intro To Embroidery Club With Bonus
Monogrammed Towel or Towel Tote
Oct 20th: Freestanding Lace Picture Frame

Nov 24th: Goody Bag Toppers
Dec 8th: Door hanger or Towel Hanger
Jan 26th 2019: Tiling Picture Pillow
Feb 9th: Machine Applique Mug Rug
Mar 16th: Pocket Pouches & Tags
April 13th: Creating An Iron-On Patch
May 4th: Embroidery On Knits
June 15th: Borders & Alignment
July 13th: Quilted Table Runner In The Hoop
Aug 24th: Pieced Pouches In The Hoop
1 session. $0
RK A21889 9/29
SA 3:00 pm-5:00 pm
RK A21890 10/20
SA 3:00 pm-5:00 pm
RK A21891 11/24
SA 3:00 pm-5:00 pm
RK A21892 12/8
SA 3:00 pm-5:00 pm
RK A21893 1/26
SA 3:00 pm-5:00 pm
SEWING MACHINE STILL IN BOX Helen De Roo NEW
Have you recently acquired a new sewing machine
but are intimidated about using it? Set your fear
aside when you bring your machine to class, open
the box and learn what your new "toy" can do for
you. You will learn how to thread it, adjust
stitch widths and lengths, use various presser
feet and built-in stitches. There might even be
some surprises that your manual doesn't tell you
about. Be certain to bring your manual. Kit will
include (Felt squares for practice, a spool of
thread, a sharpie for labeling, a button and a
folder)
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK A21774 9/8
SA 2:00 pm-5:00 pm
RK A21785 12/15
SA 2:00 pm-5:00 pm

SERGERS

SERGER KNOW-HOW
Did you receive a serger as a gift for the

Holidays? If you are having trouble threading
your serger, this class will help you. All the
basic aspects of serging will be covered including
three stitches and some techniques. More will be
covered depending on time and your machine.
Items needed: foot pedal, needles, all accessories
hex wrench (if your needles are removed by it).
If your machine is not new, it needs to be in
working order.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK A21676 9/9
SU 11:30 am-2:30 pm
SU 11:30 am-2:30 pm
RK A21814 10/14
RK A21815 11/4
SU 11:30 am-2:30 pm
RK A21816 12/2
SU 11:30 am-2:30 pm

SUMMER CAMP G STREET FABRICS

LITTLE SEW N SEWS - AGES 8 & 9 Kathy Vetter
Girls and Boys ages 8 and
9 will make several
simple projects on the sewing machine.
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $15. 5 sessions. $119
RK

A21517 8/13-8/17

M-F

10:30 am-12:30
pm

TEEN III - YOU CAN DO IT AGES 13-19 NEW
Welcome to the new and improved Teen III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples
that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
RK
RK
RK

A21515 8/6-8/10
A21522 8/13-8/17
A21529 8/20-8/24

M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
M-W 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

Helen De Roo
Tracy Young
Raia Kaouk

TEEN IV - ADVANCED AGES 13-19
Select whatever you want to make,
with your teacher's approval. This course may be
taken as many times as you wish. Recommended
for students who have taken Teen I and Teen II
or have intermediate sewing skills.
5 sessions. $149
RK

A21516 8/6-8/10

M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21531 8/20-8/24

M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

TEEN I GETTING STARTED AGES 13 TO 19 NEW
Even complete novices will complete something
for their room, something for their stuff and
something to wear
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
RK A21513 8/6-8/10
M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21519 8/13-8/17
M-F
pm
RK A21524 8/13
M
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/14
TU 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/15
W
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/16
TH 1:00 pm-4:00 pm
F
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/17
10:15 am-12:45
M-F
RK A21526 8/20-8/24
pm
RK A21532 8/20-8/24
M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

Helen De Roo
Helen De Roo
Helen De Roo

Raia Kaouk
Mercine Bovery

TEEN II - GETTING BETTER AGES 13-19 NEW
Put the machine to work making a great looking
skirt. Students will learn darts, zippers, and
simple fitting with a commercial pattern
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
RK A21514 8/6-8/10
M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21528 8/20-8/24
M-F
pm

Helen De Roo
Mercine Bovery

TWEEN I AGES 10 TO 12 NEW
This class has been specially designed for
10-12 year olds who are ready to use the sewing
machine and create projects for themselves. They
will first be taught how to use the sewing machine
and all relevant terminology to the machine and
basic sewing notions. Next, they begin their
sewing adventure with a small project such as
a headband and then continue with larger projects
such as a pillow case and a draw string bag.
Each project reinforces the previous project's
sewing techniques and adds new skills and
challenges. There will be a supply list for
the class so each student can select
fabrics that appeal to them.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21509 8/6-8/10
M-F
pm
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21518 8/13-8/17
M-F
pm
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21525 8/20-8/24
M-F
pm

Helen De Roo
Tracy Young
Helen De Roo

TWEEN II AGES 10 TO 12 NEW
This class is the next step for students ages
10-12 who have completed Tween I
and who wish to continue and advance their
sewing skills. They will be taught how to
put in a zipper in a small project such as
a zippered bag and use the decorative
stitches on the Bernina machine.
A letter pillow project, where you can spell out
your name or initials, will also be completed.
Time permitting, a third project may be
incorporated. A supply list will be given
to the students.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21510 8/6-8/10
M-F
pm
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21520 8/13-8/17
M-F
pm
RK A21530 8/20-8/24
M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

Helen De Roo
Raia Kaouk
Helen De Roo

TWEEN III SPECIAL EDITION NEW
This is a special class that will run the last
week of August. It is also set up to go more
hours that usual.
In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with a button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $199
RK A21740 8/27-8/31
M-F 10:00 am-2:00 pm
TWEEN III AGES 10 TO 13 NEW
In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with a button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21511 8/6-8/10
M-F
pm
RK A21521 8/13
M
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/14
TU 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/15
W
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/16
TH 1:00 pm-4:00 pm
F
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/17
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21527 8/20-8/24
M-F
pm
TWEEN IV AGES: 10 TO 12 YEARS NEW
Welcome to Tween IV. In this class you will have

Helen De Roo
Raia Kaouk

Mercine Bovery

your choice of making one of many projects such
as a skirt, tops with zippers. You can also
choose your own pattern with the approval of the
instructor or the education department. The
pattern should have "easy" or "simple" written
on the outside of the pattern envelope.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $149
10:15 am-12:45
RK A21512 8/6-8/10
M-F
pm
RK A21523 8/13
M
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/14
TU 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
W
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
8/15
8/16
TH 1:00 pm-4:00 pm
8/17
F
1:30 pm-4:00 pm
M-F 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
RK A21533 8/20-8/24

Helen De Roo
Mercine Bovery

Mercine Bovery

WINTER HOLIDAY CAMP G STREET

TEEN II - GETTING STARTED
Put the machine to work
making a great looking
casual jacket. Students will learn to
work with midweight fabrics or polar
fleece and a separating zipper. Recommended for
students who have taken Teen I or beginning
sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $149
RK

A21782 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm

TEEN I - GETTING STARTED AGES 13-19 Helen De Roo NEW
Even complete novices will complete something
for their room, something for their stuff and
something to wear
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $149
RK A21781 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm
TEEN IV ADVANCED AGES 13 TO 19 NEW
Select whatever you want to make,
with your teacher's approval. This course may be
taken as many times as you wish. Recommended
for students who have taken Teen I and Teen II
or have intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $149
RK A21783 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm
TWEEN III: AGES 10 TO 13 NEW

In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $149
RK A21769 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm
TWEEN II: AGE 10 TO 12 NEW
This class is the next step for students who are
10-12 years of age and who have completed Tween I
and wish to continue and advance their
sewing skills. They will be taught how to
put a zipper in a small project such as
a zippered bag and use the decorative
stitches on the Bernina machine.
A letter pillow project, where you can spell out
your name or initials, will also be completed.
Time permitting, a third project may be
incorporated. A supply list will be given
to the students.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $149
RK A21768 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm
TWEEN IV AGES 10-12 YEARS NEW
RK

A21780 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm

TWEEN I: AGES 10 TO 12 NEW
This class has been specially designed for
10-12 year olds who are ready to use the sewing
machine and create projects for themselves. They
will first be taught how to use the sewing machine
and all relevant terminology to the machine and
basic sewing notions. Next, they begin their
sewing adventure with a small project such as
a headband and then continue with larger projects
such as a pillow case and a draw string bag.
Each project reinforces the previous project's
sewing techniques and adds new skills and
challenges. There will be a supply list for
the class so each student can select
fabrics that appeal to them.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $149
RK A21766 12/27-12/28 TH-F 10:00 am-4:00 pm

KIDS AND TEENS

TEEN III - AGES 13-19 Sally Daniel
SELECT WHATEVER YOU WANT TO MAKE,
with your teacher's okay. This course may
be taken as many times as you wish.
Recommended for students who
have taken Teen I and Teen II or
have intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $15. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21742 10/5-11/9

F

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

TEEN II - GETTING BETTER AGES 13-19 Nancy Borger
Put the machine to work making a
great looking skirt and top. Students
will learn to work with a zipper application and
a creative top. Must have taken Teen I or have
basic sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21764 10/10-11/14 W

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

SEW FUN - AGES 8-12 Charlotte Goodman Hansen
Students will learn basic sewing machine
operation and complete one or two easy, fun
projects.
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21574
A21575
A21748
A21751
A21755

9/15
9/15
10/6
10/28
11/18

SA
SA
SA
SU
SU

10:30 am-1:30 pm
2:00 pm-5:00 pm
10:30 am-1:30 pm
2:30 pm-5:30 pm
2:30 pm-5:30 pm

HAPPY HOLIDAYS, MOM AND DAD AGES 10-19 Helen De Roo
In this one-day beginner's class, you will learn
to sew straight lines, topstitch and "birth"
surprise gifts for Mom and Dad that only need
wrapping.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $69
RK

A21778 11/4

SU

11:30 am-4:30 pm

SEW FUN II - AGES 8-12 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Build on the skills learned in Sew Fun. Students
will learn to sew circles and embellishments in
their projects. Prerequisite: Must have taken
the Sew Fun class twice.
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59

RK
RK

A21573 8/18
A21750 10/28

SA
SU

2:00 pm-5:00 pm
11:15 am-2:45 pm

SEW FUN 3-FRINGE TOTE BAG Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Learn to make a tote bag with fringe from a
recycled knit t-shirt. You will learn fabric
cutting techniques and how to use the
zigzag stitch to create a new tote bag
all in one class. Requirements: Must
have taken two (2) Sew Fun classes and one (1)
Sew Fun 2 class.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK A21572 8/18
SA 10:30 am-1:30 pm
RK A21753 11/18
SU 11:15 am-2:15 pm
TWEEN III: AGES 10 TO 12 NEW Sally Daniel
In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
6 sessions. $149
RK A21741 10/5-11/9
F
4:30 pm-6:30 pm

QUILTING

MODERN QUILTMAKING 101 Nancy Feve NEW
As long as you are comfortable
operating a sewing machine, you can make
a beautiful quilt about 40" by 50",
suitable for crib, lap or wall. You will learn
accurate and modern methods of rotary
cutting, strip piecing, layout,
border application, spray basting, machine
quilting and binding. This class will use
sewing machines. We will not be using templates
or doing any hand stitching. Homework may be
required between classes.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK
RK

A21590 8/19-8/26
A21798 10/7-10/14

SU
SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm
11:15 am-5:45 pm

ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM Nancy Feve
Inspired by and building on Maxine
Rosenthal's book, "One

Block Wonders". This class will
teach you how to deconstruct
a pleasing print and reformulate it
into a uniquely personal
composition. Simple piecing
yields sophisticated results!
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK
RK

A21596 9/29
A21806 1/6

SA
SU

10:30 am-5:00 am
11:15 am-5:45 pm

CONTROLLED CHAOS Nancy Feve NEW
A blend of modern crazy piecing and creative
sew-and-flip corners. This exciting new quilt idea
creates a lot of explosive energy. The stitching
is simple, the design possibilities unlimited!
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21808 1/19
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
DIAMOND RADIANCE Nancy Feve NEW
A one-patch traditional sunburst pattern,
modernized with quick rotary-cutting
techniques and no inset seams.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21802 11/18
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
FABRIC ARTS WORKSHOP NEW
Renowned Quilter Betty Jo Tatum is teaching these
combination lecture, demo, and hands-on classes.
Suitable for beginners to advanced intermediate
quilters. Come prepared to have fun, and with
a notebook and pencil.
Sept 22: Machine Applique Techniques
Students will construct a small Autumn
Theme Block, suitable or a wall hanging
or pillow, using techniques like appli-piece,
turned edge machine applique, and stitched
raw edge applique. Kit Fee $25 payable
to teacher in class.
Oct 6th: Feed Dog Up Quilting
Learn multiple straight stitch patterns,
gentle curved patterns, and what is needed
in using decorative stitches to enhance
quilting. Walking Foot and Domestic quilting
techniques. Kit Fee $20 payable to teacher
in class.

Oct 27: Free Motion Organic Quilting
See how free-motion stitching opens up
a new world of possibilities in quilting,
with techniques and a brief demo of
Ruler quilting. Kit Fee $20 payable to teacher in
class.
1 session. $89
RK A21886 9/22
SA 11:00 am-5:00 pm
RK A21887 10/6
SA 11:00 am-5:00 pm
RK A21888 10/27
SA 11:00 am-5:00 pm
IN THE FRAME Nancy Feve NEW
Use scraps, solids or prints, batiks or
coordinated collections for this
interesting assemblage of concentric
rectangles turned this way and that.
The quilt can be any size you decide on;
the fun is choosing which three fabrics
should be combined in each 6"X12" block,
all made from strips either 2.5 or 1.5 inches
wide by no more than 8.5" long
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21592 8/25
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
RK A21807 1/27
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
MOD CABINS Nancy Feve NEW
Please bring a half yard each of two contrasting
fabrics that look nice together. You should be
able to make two blocks in class, dark on light
and light on dark, that can either make a pillow
or start a quilt. You will also need coordinating
unwaxed cotton thread, a sharp rotary cutter
and a long and medium quilt ruler.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21595 9/8
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
QUICK AND EASY MODERN QUILT Nancy Feve NEW
With only twenty 2.5" strips and two yards of
background, create a crisp, contemporary,
asymmetrical 52"X65" throw. If you come to class
with all your pieces already cut you can likely
finish the top in a day.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21799 10/13
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
QUILTING FOR THE BEGINNER OR NOVICE NEW Sharon Tindall
Learn or re-learn modern quilting techniques from
a master quilter. These techniques include fabric

selection, rotary cutting, quilt pattern placement
and much more. During this class you will select
up to three (3) blocks for your first project, a
quilted wall hanging or crib size quilt. A
required supply list will be given out during
the first day of class.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $169
RK A21744 9/17-11/12 M
11:00 am-1:00 pm
(n/c 10/08)
(n/c 10/22)
(n/c 11/12)
SHARP ELBOWS Nancy Feve NEW
Download the $10 Eliza Quilt PDF pattern from
craftsy.com and purchase or de-stash the fabrics
listed. Consult me about choices as much as you
like, sending pictures of potential selections by
text message to my phone:240-463-5555
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21591 8/11
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
RK A21800 10/27
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
SPECIAL DELIVERY Nancy Feve NEW
This quilt consists of traditionally pieced
envelopes with contrasting liners and can be
made any size with any spacing. You can even
make some with a real pocket to put something
special inside.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21589 8/5
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
RK A21805 12/1
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm
STRIP AND SLASH Nancy Feve NEW
This intermediate level project can be either a
24" mini-quilt or pillow (al from fat quarters)
or a 72" square couch quilt. I suggest
starting with the mini to see how it works.
Please download the free pattern and
purchase the supplies needed for your
size project. The designer, Jenn Rossotti
of Gingerpeachstudio.com, has a link on her
website (at the end of her Mod tartan post)
to her Mod tartan download page on the Fabric.com
blog
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21735 9/16
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
VALUE-ADDED QUILT Nancy Feve NEW

This quilt is all plus signs! Five squares make a
whole one, with partials on the edges to fill in.
The squares can be any size you like as long as
they are all the same. You can use charm packs,
fat eighths, scraps or yardage as long as there
are lots of colors. Make it as big or as small as
you like!
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK A21804 12/9
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
WONKY ROSE Nancy Feve NEW
Modern Crazy piece a wonky flower without any
paper to have to remove later. This technique can
be used for many other forms with no rules or
precise measurements. The flower can be
positioned anywhere on the background for any size
you choose.
1 session. $89
RK A21594 9/30
SU 11:15 am-5:45 pm
RK A21803 11/17
SA 10:30 am-5:00 pm

HOME DECORATING

SEWING FOR THE HOME I Candace Phelps
Learn the basic sewing skills and fabric knowledge
you need to make pillows, a table runner
and if time permits, a simple
valance.
SUPPLY LIST. 2, 4 sessions. $169
RK
RK

A21860 9/15-9/22
A21869 10/2-10/23

SA
TU

10:03 am-5:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm

SEWING FOR THE HOME II Candace Phelps
Learn to create continuous bias cording and insert
a zipper in a pillow. Then, with the instructor's
guidance, make something that helps you reinforce
the skills learned within this class or from
Sewing For The Home I. Intermediate sewing
skills necessary.
SUPPLY LIST. 2, 4 sessions. $169
RK
RK

A21861 10/13-10/20 SA
A21870 11/6-11/27 TU

10:30 am-5:00 pm
5:45 pm-8:45 pm

ROMAN SHADE IN A DAY Candace Phelps

Make a fully lined, board-mounted shade with a
functional cording system in just one day. Choose
to make a basic Flat Roman, Hobbled Roman
(soft pleated) or Butterfly Roman shade.
Intermediate sewing skills needed.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK
RK

A21731 9/8
A21862 11/4

SA
SU

10:30 am-5:00 pm
11:15 am-5:45 pm

CUSTOM PINCH-PLEATED DRAPES Candace Phelps
Learn how to measure, figure yardage, match
repeats, calculate pleats and fold your
drapery panels.
1 session. $59
RK

A21864 10/27

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

PERFECT PLEATED SAMPLER Candace Phelps
During this hands-on workshop, students
will create a sample drapery with
examples of the following pleated drapery
techniques: Pinch Pleats, Goblet Pleats, Euro
Pleats, Box Pleats and Butterfly Pleats.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK

A21866 10/27

SA

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

PILLOW MAKING 101 Candace Phelps
Students will construct one of the following style
pillows in class: Basic Knife Edged, Flanged,
Mock-Boxed or Turkish. Basic sewing skills
required.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK

A21865 11/10

SA

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

COUTURE PILLOWS Candace Phelps
Learn how to use couture finishes to make high-end
pillows. Couture finishes include French seams,
French pleated ruffles, double and contrast
flanges, beading, bound edges and bias tubing.
Also discover creative application of designer
fabrics such as crinkle gauze, silks and velvet
burnouts. How to insert an invisible zipper
will also be taught.
1 session. $59
RK

A21863 11/10

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

REUPHOLSTERY
Students will bring a chair of their choice to
class and reupholster it. Some sewing is involved

in the majority of chairs brought in. A supply
list will be handed out on the first day of class.
Our apologies, no storage facilities are available
SUPPLY LIST. 6, 7 sessions. $299
RK
RK
RK
RK

A21485 9/12-10/17
A21704 9/22-10/27
A21486 10/24-12/5
(n/c 11/21)
A21706 11/11-12/16

W
SA
W

10:30 am-2:30 pm Michael Bahremand
10:30 am-2:30 pm Michael Bahremand
10:30 am-2:30 pm Michael Bahremand

SU

11:30 am-3:30 pm Michael Bahremand

IN STORE CLUBS

QUILT CLUB- FREE
Attention Quilters and
Fiber Artists! Join other fabric-lovers
at our free monthly Quilt
Club. Enjoy Guest Speakers,
Project Show-and-Tell,
Refreshments, Door Prizes and
Discount Shopping!

RK

A21465 8/9

TH

RK

A21466 9/13

TH

RK

A21467 10/11

TH

RK

A21468 11/8

TH

RK

A21469 12/13

TH

11:00 am-12:00
pm
11:00 am-12:00
pm
11:00 am-12:00
pm
11:00 am-12:00
pm
11:00 am-12:00
pm

CAPITOL AREAS THIMBLERS NEW
RK
RK

A21483 9/28
A21484 11/30

F
F

10:00 am-2:00 pm
10:00 am-2:00 pm

